FLANNEL PILLOWCASES

For each pillowcase: begin with flannel fabric measuring 36” X 42”

Wash, dry and press fabric.

Fold the fabric to measure 36” X 21” with wrong sides together.

Sewing “French seams”: With wrong sides together, sew a ¼” seam on the long side and across one short side. (You will now have made a “tube” closed at one end.) Trim seams/threads. Turn the closed tube inside out – so that right sides of the fabric are now together. Press. Stitch another seam ½” along the same long side and the same short side. There
should be no raw edge showing along either stitched seam.

You now have the pillowcase that needs to have the open edge finished.

Fold raw edge over ½” and press. Fold that edge over once again about 2 “ to form the hem. Press. Stitch along the edge of the seam at ¼”, inserting a prepared label on the inside.